Statistician Intern, Lubrizol Corporation

Hazelwood, UK

Lubrizol, a Berkshire Hathaway company, is a technology-driven global company that combines complex, specialty chemicals to optimize the quality, performance and value of customers’ products while reducing their environmental impact. Lubrizol produces and supplies technologies to customers in the global transportation, industrial and consumer markets. These technologies include lubricant additives for engine oils, driveline and other transportation-related fluids, industrial lubricants, and additives for gasoline and diesel fuel. In addition, Lubrizol makes ingredients and additives for home care and personal care products and pharmaceuticals, and specialty materials, including plastics technology and performance coatings in the form of resins and additives.

Outstanding career opportunity for a STATISTICIAN: INTERN

- Wide breadth of interesting problems
- Flexibility to be creative with solutions
- Opportunities to have a high impact
- Global travel

Are you thinking this does not sound like your typical statistician position?

Lubrizol is not your typical company!

Who are we?

A tremendously successful Berkshire Hathaway company; Lubrizol is a technology-driven global corporation, passionate about developing specialty chemicals to optimize the quality, performance, and value of our customers’ products, while reducing their environmental impact.

Lubrizol isn’t a common household name to most people, so it might surprise you that our products and technologies are in things you use every day, like the surfaces you touch, fluids in your vehicles, the shampoos and soaps you use, medicine you take, the clothes you wear, and in electronic devices and plumbing systems in your home.

What does a Statistician Intern at Lubrizol do?

- Collaborates with scientists and engineers on statistical matters, understands their needs, and finds creative solutions to meet those needs
- Designs studies to learn quickly and efficiently
- Mines complex data for critical formulating or testing insights
- Serves as the advocate for the use of data and logic when making team decisions
- Educates others on the proper use of statistical methods
- What tools do you need for success?
- MSc or PhD degree in statistics or closely related field with strong statistical skills
- Creative problem solving skills
- Expertise in R, SAS or Python, and the ability to manipulate complex data quickly
- Ability to interact effectively with a wide variety of scientists and engineers

https://www.statsjobs.com/jobs/statistician-intern/